Infinite Love Healing Testimonials
From private sessions and one-day workshops:
¨I experienced [from the session] a complete lifting of weight, a lightness..... thankfulness,
excitement, joy..... I’m not sure I remember ever feeling this way.... at least not in the last 15
years, since all the serious life traumas began and continued one after another.” - Kathy
“I am still in shock how deep this was. I highly recommend you give yourself the gift of
attending the Infinite Love Healing workshop. Whether you attend one time or many, if your
heart is open to bringing more love to yourself and the world, Adam has so much to offer in the
most gentle and generous way possible. I am so grateful that I experienced this.” - Moira
“Two years I had these traumas [of her Mom dying and friend getting murdered]...Two years,
and I was grieving and meditating and doing so much to cope...and now after our session it
feels like it never happened. I am so grateful. Amazing.” - Divya
“Tuve una experiencia profunda de alineación de la divinidad con mi ser interno, conexión con
la fuerza cosmica divina y la fuerza de cura universal, y contacto y alineación entre el
subconsciente y el ser. Muchisimas gracias.” - Kassem
“I felt a deep state of inner peace and relaxation. After the session, I was overflowing with love
and felt revived and full of life. I still refer back to it months later, as it made me feel
unconditionally loved and supported.” - Jacklynne
“What happened within me was very impressive. I felt so loving and peaceful afterwards. I’d
like to recommend Infinite Love Healing to everyone who needs more love in his or her life.
Thank you…” - Carla
“Una de las sesiones que recibi exactamente, es la verdad que recuerdo con una intensidad...
enorme fue la primera...deberia decir que la mayoria de las cosas decias Adam yo no las
entendia... No entendia las instrucciones por el ingles sobre todo porque no entiendo mucho
ingles y no estoy acostumbrado al acento de estado unidos...ademas de eso, el estado en que
entraba muy pronto, era muy profundo..lo que haces es muy recomendable.”- Deva Prasad
““The caterpillar sheds his skin to find the butterfly within”…“Lovers don’t finally meet
somewhere…they’re in each other all along…”
“I wanted to describe in detail what I experienced in the sessions, but those quotes really
capture it better…Not only is Love a state of being to exist in, but it constantly gets deeper
until nothing else exists but Love. The clearing statements and the unplugging experiences
were completely humbling and inspiring at the same time. They showed me how to be

more trusting and receptive to Love rather than fearful. Your sessions let me experience
how great love is...at a level that I never knew existed…but as soon as I was experiencing
the love it felt familiar, like returning to it…Your sessions were just so intensely impactful
and healing for this. Thank you with all my heart.” - Jyotica
From the course and in-depth study:
“Infinite Love Healing has changed my life. It is a devotional system that only works with your
complete sense of harmony. If you feel yourself a bit lost or worried with your life and relations,
Infinite Love Healing will help you understand where, why, and who you are and what you can
do to improve your quality of life and help the people around you.” - Santiago
“This is a wonderful system to ‘change your mind.’ After a few sessions I noticed a change in
my demeanor and actions. I am calmer and more peaceful.” - Krista
“The course helped me to see more clearly how easy it is to heal beliefs, judgments, and fears
on all levels of consciousness, and that everyone is able to be their own healer. It is a simple
magic system and I am grateful forever that I met you and took your course. Thank you, I will
share the love...Love you very much, thank you for everything Adam.” - Julia
“In this course, I leave stable and connected, happy, and thankful for meeting Adam and
making wonderful friends.” - Christopher
“The Infinite Love Healing course has been very interesting and inspiring! I learned many new
ways of healing and I broadened my spiritual horizon. Adam is an experienced healer and a
caring, enthusiastic, dedicated, patient and flexible teacher. He is very knowledgeable and has
a broad spiritual horizon, so in his teachings he can approach topics from many different
(spiritual) perspectives. I can recommend this course to everyone!” - Erica
“I truly believe that doing it one time had an effect on me and doing more healing has shifted
something deep inside. Words can’t explain it, I just feel it. I love Infinite Love Healing.”- Ann
“Working with Adam and the Five Elements Initiation has allowed major real shifts for me both
in healing and in creating a new life past the old identification. I choose teachers and guides
carefully and I very quickly felt trust in Adam with both his knowledge and intuition.” - Eva
“This is a great healing course for both beginner and advanced students of spirituality. I love
how easily it integrates and works with other practices and modalities, and even improves
them.” - Patrick
I have worked with Adam for the past three years. Adam is a gifted energy worker with
powerful insight. He is tuned in, warm and meets you wherever you are on your journey. He
has helped me tremendously and has given me confidence and intuitive guidance every step of

the way. His modality of Infinite Love Healing is a profound and effective way to clear out the
blocks we all have to infinite love. He has supported my healing and spiritual growth and I am
overwhelmingly grateful. I don’t know where I would be without his support. He is a blessing to
all who get to work with him. He is a blessing to the universe.” - Elisa

